What could be more indicative of fall than a wheelbarrow of pumpkins?

Especially pumpkins of all colors and sizes, even one that is plaid! This new fall group celebrates that favorite season with tradition and autumn icons – rich colored leaves, sunflowers, wheat and pumpkins. Strong, clean colors of reds, yellows, orange and green fill the collection with an addition of aqua to freshen the palette. No matter what project you have in mind, this new group will certainly help wish everyone a “Happy Fall!”
Happy Fall!

Deb Strain
A CHD 1942 - Pumpkin Delivery 48" x 58";
B CHD 1943 - Happy Fall Throw 38" x 50" and
CHD 1943 - Happy Fall Wall Quilt 26" x 46";
C DLL 125 Panel and Patchwork 38" x 51".
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